
Lesson Generating cases for patterns in vertices of coordinates

Standards Apply these techniques in the context of solving real-world and mathematical 
problems.

Understand signs of numbers in ordered pairs as indicating locations in 
quadrants of the coordinate plane.

Resources Handout—Rectangle Coordinates

Learning goals Draw rectangles parallel to the axes by plotting the vertices and connecting 
them.

Recognize and state patterns found in the coordinates of the vertices of these 
rectangles, including

• x-coordinates are the same for vertices of vertical sides
• y-coordinates are the same for vertices of horizontal sides
•  There can be four different coordinates across the vertices, and

they follow a pattern
•  For rectangles with their center at the origin, the x-coordinates

are “opposites” and so are the y-coordinates

Related prior knowledge • Graphing in Quadrant I
• Terms axes and origin
•  Recognize what a rectangle is, though maybe not a formal

definition
• Recognizing parallel and perpendicular lines

Vocabulary to be introduced/ 

reviewed in the lesson

• Quadrant
• Vertex/vertices
• x-coordinate; y-coordinate

Stage of argumentation Generating cases

Warm-up game: Off the Shelf Time: 5 minutes

Grouping: Whole class

Teaching move

Play the Off the Shelf improv 
game. Ask students what this 
game has to do with doing 
mathematical argumentation.

What students may do and what I will do in response

Students may say that they have to be creative. I may need to remind them 

that other school norms apply when playing this game.

Example Lesson Planning Template
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Introduction: Introduce four-quadrant graphing Time: 7 minutes

Grouping: Whole class

Teaching move What students may do and what I will do in response

Review coordinate graphing  and 
include negative numbers on 
axes.

Draw axes and label them.
I will need to think more about where students can go wrong here.

Have all students graph a rectangle 
with vertices in at least two different 
quadrants.

Position vertices on either side of one of the axes.

Set up overall activity: Do you 
think there will be any patterns 
you can see when we graph 
several rectangles? How can  we 
know if those patterns  always 
work?

Students may not have many ideas at this point. That’s OK . . . move them 
on to next stage.

Task 1: Students graph four rectangles and label coordinates Time: 20 minutes

Grouping: Small groups

Teaching move What students may do and what I will do in response

Remind students what generating 
cases means.

Students listen.

Have students read Prompt 1 on the 
handout.

Students read aloud. Some students may have questions.

Direct them to graph four different 
rectangles, encouraging them to 
choose a variety of different 
rectangles.

Students may not know how to choose a variety of rectangles, but just 
get them started on one for now.

Visit each group to guide their 
generation of cases (four rectangles).

Students may focus on special cases; I can have them broaden or simply 
focus on those special cases and patterns they see.

Students may misunderstand the instructions; graph an example rectangle 
with them.

Students may be making rectangles in first quadrant only. Encourage them to 
choose vertices with negative coordinates as well.

Students may be looking for patterns already. Encourage them to see if their 
pattern holds for an additional rectangle.

Encourage each group to graph a 
rectangle symmetric about one axis, 
to ensure coverage of this standard. 
Ask what is special about its 
coordinates, as compared with other 
rectangles they have graphed.

Students may need to be reminded what symmetric means.
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Task 2:  Students look for patterns in coordinates of vertices across 

the rectangles

Time: 10 minutes

Grouping: Small groups

Teaching move What students may do and what I will do in response

Ask what is the same for all the 
rectangles.

(I don’t yet know what students may say here.)

Ask if the pattern works for another 
rectangle (setting them up for a 
conjecture about all rectangles).

Students may test out the pattern on a “easy rectangle”; ask them to choose 
a more challenging case with negative coordinates.

Wrap-up Time: 5 minutes
Grouping: Whole class

Teaching move What students may do and what I will do in response

Ask students to share some of the 
patterns they saw.

Students may not use all correct vocabulary; revoice with correct vocabulary 
from above.

Students may not state the patterns very clearly. Don’t worry too much, 
we can work on it tomorrow in conjecturing.
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